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II. BACKGROUND

Abstract—This paper addresses skill frequency analysis with
motion image data of volleyball attack. We try to justify a assumption
that expert skills have relatively low frequency motions rather than
novice skills as the similarity of human postural control. For this
purpose we have experiments and analyze sports skills as for
frequency of motion using time series motion images of volleyball
attacks. In our research, volleyball play is analyzed with motion
image data recorded by hi-speed cam-coder, where we do not use
physical information such as body skeleton model. Time series data
are obtained from the motion image data with four marking points,
and analyzed in terms of motion frequency. As the experiment
results, we in some content classify expert, middle, and novice skill
image using frequency data.
Keyword: Time series data; Sports skill; Motion image; Frequency
analysis

I. INTRODUCTION
For engineering skills as well as sports skills, most of
researches treat structure models retrieved from body and
skeleton information, for example, activity or biomechatronical data [7]. Those are possibly because of they
believe that technical skill models consist of some skill
hierarchies, which are environmental adjustment, human
intention, and so on
[10].
A research of Matsumoto et al. presents crafts-mens skill
architecture model, and in the paper crafts-men select action
procedure adapted with environments [6]. It is as though hard
for expert workers to clarify their models by themselves. They
act unconsciously and achieve expert skill technique with their
own models.
On the other hand, there are some researches for human
postures. For instance, Nomura et al. [9] present that reaction
force of human stance on the ground is modulated in
hemodynamic cardiac cycle synchronously. They also imply
that deterministic slow oscillations, which have intermittent
features of control strategy, might be a basic mechanism to
generate postural sways.
This suggests similar postural control may exist in sports
skills as well as usual motion control, and that means expert
skills have lower frequency motion comparing to novice one.
We had researched sports skills, and classify skill models by
motion image data analysis. This paper addresses personal
sports skill classification focused on volleyball play motion
frequency.
,(((

As for the background of this research, we introduce some
related works, and our previous works.
A. Related Works
A research by Kirschenbaum et al. [2] is that positive selfmonitoring, more than the negative monitoring or control
processes, might improve average scores of bowling for sixty
unskilled league bowlers, by self-regulated laboratory
researches.
However, negative self-monitoring seemed to produce
relatively the best result for sixty-seven skillful league bowlers.
In partial support of the assumptions, positive self-monitoring
makes significant progress for bowling averages, more than all
other groups of low-skilled bowlers. In addition to other
results in cognitive therapy and sports psychology, these
results suggest they describe the circumstances in which the
selfmonitoring facilitates positively with self-regulation.
Smeetona et al. [11] show that the performance in team
sports is based on the ability to recognize patterns of plays.
Skills of pattern recognition might reuse from a sport to
another one when there are some similarities in strategies,
relations, and perceptual features. They might encode and
decode useful information. In this research, expert and less
expert volleyball, field hockey and soccer players’ abilities for
pattern recognition are investigated.
Subjects watch well-formed and ill-formed play sequences
for all sports, and half of them are randomly showed with clips
not previously viewed. Here they have to identify previous
action sequence quickly and accurately. Pattern recognition
skills are dependent to transfer on the skills of participants,
practiced sports, the essence of tasks and extent of structures.
In this research, expert soccer and hockey players are quicker
than volleyball players to recognize soccer and hockey action
plays. Performance is not different from the well-formed
volleyball trials between the expert volleyball, field hockey
and soccer players to each other. The expert field hockey and
soccer players can reuse perceptual information or strategies
among the respective sports. The results of novice participants
are not so relevant. They discuss the transfer and diversity
cross-over the domains for domain-specific skills.
Nomura et al. [9] report human being modulates ground
reaction force with the quiet stance with cardiac cycles

synchronously. In this research, periodic hemodynamic force
almost causes small disturbance torque to ankle joints, and
they are thought as a source of internal perturbation which
causes postural sway. They hence consider dynamics of
postural sway for reversed pendulum models for intermittent
control strategy by comparison to usual feedback controller in
continuous time sequence. They have investigated that each
control model can exhibit human-like postural sway, featured
by the behavior at low frequency band, on weak perturbation
by periodic and randomly mimicking forcing hemodynamics.
They suggest that not continuous control with typical
feedback gain but intermittent control exists in the human-like
sway pattern. Furthermore, for generating the postural sway,
there might a certain mechanism for deterministic, including
chaotic, slow oscillations, and those are by intermittent control
strategy in addition to the tiny hemodynamic perturbation.
Those researches are the basis of our researches, and among
them, Nomura’s work especially inspires us much and then
this paper focuses on motion frequency.
B. Our Previous Works
We have researched some of sports skill analyses. In [4], we
focus on table tennis action, especially fore-hand strokes, as
sports play, and classify skill models by time series motion
image data analysis without physical structure models. We
had investigated three play levels as expert, intermediate and
novice, and try to discriminate the models by knowledge
retrieval technologies. This research is a attempt to retrieve
skill models only from motion image data. In this paper, we
carry out experiments and the results suggests that the expert
or intermediate subjects may group some categories as for
technical skills, but there might not be “novice category,” and
that is because novice players’ skills varies to each other.
Moreover, reconstruct time series data are reconstructed from
the original data, and apply the data into knowledge retrieval
techniques as J48 (a C4.5 implementation), Naive Bayes Tree,
and Random Forest. The recognition rate to evaluate data is
quite bad, but that of J48 is better as for learning and test than
the others. We thus make an attempt for two-class analysis,
and that implies Intermediate class might be sorted as Novice
class.
In [5], we present sports skill discrimination by motion
image data focused on volleyball attack skill. This research
attempts to certify the assumption that expert skills have
relatively low frequency motions rather than novice skills as
the similarity of human postural control. For this purpose we
have experiments and analyze sports skills as for frequency of
motion by time series motion pictures of volleyball attacks. In
this paper, volleyball play is analyzed with motion image data
recorded by hi-speed cam-coder, where we do not use physical
information such as body skeleton model, and so on. Time
series data are obtained from the motion image data with four
marking points, and analyzed by Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT) and clustering data mining method. As the experiment
results, we have found that y-axes of the novice data have

much more high-frequency data, and that implies novice
motions might have high frequency motions, and that may
support our assumption.
Based on these researches, this paper furthermore addresses
analysis on motion frequency in various methodologies.
III. MEL-FREQUENCY CEPSTRAL COEFFICIENTS
For analysis of motion frequency, we introduce
Melfrequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) [3], [8] in
addition to Fast Fourier transform.
The mel-frequency cepstrum (MFC) is representations of
the short-term sound power spectrum, and it is based on a log
power spectrum with linear cosine transform, and thus on
nonlinear mel scale of frequency in the field of sound
processing.
MFCCs are coefficients which make up an MFC
collectively. Those are derived from type of cepstral
representations of audio clips, or a nonlinear “spectrum-of-aspectrum.”
The cepstrum and mel-frequency cepstrum is the most
significantly different from the frequency bands in the MFC,
and they are equally spaced on the mel scale. That looks after
the response of human auditory system more closely than the
linearly-spaced frequency bands in the normal cepstrum. For
example, this frequency warping may show for better sound
representation in the field of audio compression.
The Mel scale relates pitch, or perceived frequency, of pure
tones to the actual measured frequency [1]. Human being is
much better to discern small changes in pitch at low
frequencies rather than at high frequencies. To introduce this
scale may make the features fit more closely what human
being listens.
The formula to convert from frequency to Mel scale is as
follows:
M(f)= 1125ln(1+
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To get from Mel scale back to frequency is as follows:
!

M-1(m)= 700(𝑒 !!"# −1)
Brief steps to calculate MFCCs are as follows:
1) Make frames of the signals into short ones.
2) Take the periodogram estimate of power spectra for all
frames.
3) Apply the mel filterbank to each power spectrum, then
sum the energy for all filters.
4) Calculate logarithms of all filterbank energies.
5) Calculate DCT of all log filterbank energies.
6) Keep DCT coefficients two to thirteen, then discard the
rest.

We introduce this methodology in addition to FFT as
variation of feature retrieval from motion frequency data.
IV. EXPERIMENT AND DISCUSSION
A. Experiment condition
We here make a target on volleyball attacks, same as the
previous research [5], and make further analysis of volleyball
attack. For this analysis, we use the same subjects who are six
university students. In terms of skill analysis as representation
of plays, we set up three levels as below;
• Expert class: members of university volleyball club,
•

B. FFT and MFCCs Analysis
In this research, we have an attempt to classify six subjects
to each other. 300 frames (one minute) in the recorded movies
are extracted from the start of the take-back till the end of the
attack motion as well as previous research. After that, We
retrieve two dimensional axes position data of four marking
points for each frame shown as pixel values. The beginning
point is fixed, for the basis of the coordinates, at the shoulder

Middle class: ex-members of high or junior high school
volleyball club, and

•

Novice class: inexperienced students.

Each class has two subjects players on this experiment. All
subject players are marked and measured at four points as:
• Right elbow
•

Right shoulder

•

Right waist • Left knee

FIGURE 2.

FIGURE 1.

Confusion matrix of FFT based classifier.

Measurement markings.

Figure 1 presents the positions of markings for measuring.
We record several motion images, or movies, for swing traces
of attacks by a cam-corder. The recording situation is as
follows:
•

The cam-corder has a resolution of 512 × 384 pixels, and
a frame-rate of 300 frames per seconds.

•

It is installed besides of the players.

•

Subjects play in several minutes, and during that time,
some attack motions are recorded for each subject player.

FIGURE 3.

Confusion matrix of MFCC-based classifier.

position of the first frame. We reconstruct feature vector data
from time series data of each axis by MFCCs as well as FFT.
In the previous research [5], we use hierarchical clustering,
but in this research, we attempt to classify each subject by
logistic regression with cross validation.

The reason to apply logistic regression to this analysis is
because:
• Clustering is a task to group sets of objects by similarity
to each other.
•

Logistic regression is one of appropriate regression
analyses for conduction of dependent variables.

•

One of objectives of this research is to investigate the
possibility of classification for multi dependent variables
data, and then logistic regression should be fit better than
clustering.

Figure 2 is the classification result by the FFT-based data.
This diagram indicates the result is not bad as for
classification, especially ‘middle’ and ‘novice’ is classified
correctly, though ’expert’ class is not so good. The accuracy
rate is 73%. Figure 3 is the classification result by the MFCCbased data. Comparing to the above FFT-based classification,
this result does not show so good, but a little better than the
above result by FFT, especially as the accuracy rate is 77%.
In both cases, ‘middle’ is classified more clearly rather than
the others, and that may indicate the skill of ‘middle‘ is quite
special, though further experiments are needed as we don’t
think we have enough amount of data for this sort of analysis.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper presents sports skill classification by motion
image data for volleyball attacks. Volleyball play is analyzed
with motion image data recorded and time series data are
obtained from motion image with marking points. We
analyzed using MFCCs and FFT methods, and then logistic
regression techniques, and we have the better classification
result by MFCCs than that by FFT, and that suggests a
possibility of skill research methodology by MFCCs, though
further investigation is required.
As for the future plans, we should carry out more
experiments and investigate more precise data for
classification. Moreover, we should attempt to use other
classification technologies such as Support Vector Machine
(SVM), Self Organization Map (SOM), and so on.
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